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Foreword s
/

by

Zavier Ellis
DIRECTOR, CHARLIE SMITH LONDON
I am delighted that after our first successful collaboration in 2013, once again I have been invited
to curate Young Gods at the Griffin Gallery. Young Gods is an exciting project that I inaugurated
in 2003, and has since taken place in three locations in south, east and west London. It is an
exhibition where the research begins in the summer of any given year, but which cannot take
form until the autumnal months, when the final MA College shows have closed their doors. By its

by

nature then, the exhibition is a leap into the unknown every single year. But due to the breadth

BECCA PELLY-FRY

and depth of teaching excellence in London’s Art Colleges I remain confident that every year

DIRECTOR, GRIFFIN GALLERY

my eyes will be opened to incredibly gifted and driven individuals who are completing their
education at BA and MA level.

We are delighted to be hosting the western edition of Young Gods for the second year running,
following our first highly successful collaboration in January 2013.

This year’s exhibition illustrates the level of experimentation with materials that is encouraged in
art schools today, as well as the global appeal of our cosmopolitan city. Combining painting,

Griffin Gallery was established by the world leaders in fine art materials, Winsor & Newton, Liquitex

sculpture, video, performance, photography, collage and installation by artists from six different

and Conté à Paris, in order to support and develop the careers of the most promising artists

countries, the overall message is one of diversity. An exhibition at the Griffin Gallery, with its close

emerging onto the international contemporary art scene. Our collaboration with Zavier Ellis on

ties to some of the best global artists’ materials manufacturers in Winsor & Newton, Conté à

his Young Gods project is extremely exciting, and represents the central part of an important

Paris and Liquitex, should ideally feature some work that engages with traditional materials. And

and mutually beneficial relationship: we are able to offer our large, purpose-built contemporary

in Jelena Bulajić from City & Guilds and the collaborative pairing of Mr & Mrs Philip Cath from

exhibition space and in turn are brought into contact with a group of extremely talented young

Goldsmiths, we have the best painters of London’s 2013 vintage. Virgile Ittah is an exceptional

artists.

sculptor who combines traditional and new materials and techniques, and who, as with every
artist in this exhibition, pushes the boundaries of her medium.

At the heart of the ethos of Griffin Gallery is an aim to explore craftsmanship in contemporary fine
art practice, and interrogate what that means in the context of today’s art scene in the UK and

In one change to last year’s format, each artist will be exhibited at both the Griffin Gallery and

beyond. The artists selected for Young Gods demonstrate both conceptual rigour and technical

my gallery CHARLIE SMITH LONDON in Shoreditch. As a curator it is very exciting to present two

expertise, and are closely engaged with their chosen material. The quality demonstrated here is

shows simultaneously in different venues, and I very much hope that people will visit both shows,

reflective of the current state of the UK’s Fine Art education sector, which continues to produce

as one does supplement the other. This method creates an exciting dialogue between

some of the world’s most promising artists, in defiance of the landscape of ever-decreasing

two galleries on different sides of the city, and enables us to show work by each artist in different

government funding and escalating costs to students. We are proud to be able to show the work

contexts whilst retaining my preferred minimal hanging aesthetic.

of the participating artists at the beginning of what will undoubtedly be highly successful careers.
Finally, I would like to thank all of the artists in this exhibition, as well as Griffin Gallery Director
With many thanks to all exhibiting artists for their unique vision and artistic commitment, and to

Rebecca Pelly-Fry and Resident Artist Mathew Gibson. Every individual has been an absolute

Zavier for his incredible curatorial eye and unstoppable dedication to talented young artists.

pleasure to work with.
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i.

Ralph Brealey
Ralph Brealey combines fiction writing, photography and sculpture to explore sexuality,
and specifically the relationship between an individual as a sexual being and as a social
one. His sculpture is immediate, being made of ephemeral materials with an expressive
and open sculptural method, where form is built and partially deconstructed. Brealey
has a light touch and displays a subtle element of humour in his work, enabling him to
engage with profound themes such as the erotic state of masculinity in contemporary
and historical contexts, whilst moving easily between media. His choice of motif, from
the generic to the nostalgic, reveals an adroit understanding of overt and latent content
within imagery.
EDUCATION
2010 – 2013 | BA (Hons) Fine Art | Chelsea College of Art & Design, London
BORN
1991, Tring, United Kingdom
Ralph Brealey
Hairy Chest
2013
C-type print
90x134cm
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Ralph Brealey
Cock
2013
Paper, duct tape, staples
64x70x42cm

Ralph Brealey
Two Figures
2013
Paper, duct tape, staples,
pencil, found chair, hat
170x210x100cm
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ii.

Jelena Bulajic
Jelena Bulajić makes impeccably realised portrait paintings at a maximum scale of
almost 3 metres high. Selected instinctively, her subjects are mature men or women
who the artist often identifies by chance encounter. Initially responding to the sense
of history and personality that comes to reveal itself in the human face, Bulajić uses
photographs to enable her to forensically observe her subjects. The ensuing paintings
retain a photographic quality from distance, but on closer inspection reveal a unique
and expressive process where a combination of materials including acrylic emulsion,
pencil, ground limestone, marble dust and graphite dust give way to something close to
abstraction.
EDUCATION
2012 – 2013 | MA Fine Art | City & Guilds of London Art School, London
2008 – 2012 | BA (Hons) Visual Arts | Academy of Arts, University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad
2011 – 2012 | World Learning Scholar | Minnesota State University, Mankato
BORN
1990, Vrbas, Republic of Serbia

Jelena Bulajiić
Audrie
2012
Mixed media on canvas
270x200cm
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Jelena Bulajić
Alise Lange
2013
Mixed media on linen on MDF
29.7x21cm

Jelena Bulajić
Tony Carter
2013
Mixed media on linen
270x200cm
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iii.

Mr & Mrs Philip Cath
Mr & Mrs Philip Cath are a husband and wife collaborative duo. Their mostly monumental
paintings are a knowing amalgamation of art historical, historical and contemporary
social reference points. Drawing on the universal within the personal and personal within
the universal they embody a synergising of art and life. Their practice involves multiple
processes including research, dialogue, performance, sculpture and installation, where
resultant paintings might be displayed singularly, or with sculptural elements, or be
ritually destroyed. This intriguingly rigorous approach thrusts Mr & Mrs Philip Cath into
the contemporary conceptual arena while they simultaneously revert back to historical
tropes. Every painting is the result of building tableaux within the studio and painting
from life with no photographic processes, thus recalling directly the methodologies of
traditional historical and still life painting.
EDUCATION
2010 – 2013 | MFA Fine Art | Goldsmiths, University of London, London
1992 – 1995 | BA (Hons) History | Oxford University, Oxford
2010 – 2013 | MFA Fine Art | Goldsmiths, University of London, London
1997 – 1999 | MA Interdisciplinary Arts | San Francisco State University, San Francisco
1991 –1994 | BA (Hons) Video / Photography | Washington State University, Pullman
BORN
1974, Reading, United Kingdom
1973, Portland, Oregon, United States

Mr & Mrs Philip Cath
The Lone Voice in
the Wilderness
2013
Oil on linen
91x76cm
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Mr & Mrs Philip Cath
Luxuria
2013
Oil on linen
203x275cm

Mr & Mrs Philip Cath
Massacre of the Innocents
2013
Oil on linen
203x325cm
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iv.

Yussef Hu
Yussef Hu’s practice comprises objects, sculpture, performance and video. His
performance work is characterised by displays of extreme physical endurance that
are documented in video or which continue to resonate through remaining sculptural
objects. By undertaking masochistic actions such as attempting to drink two hundred
gallons of mass produced condiments over a period of 47 minutes, Hu challenges his
audience to overcome various emotional responses including wonder, ridicule and
disgust. Hu’s performances suggest the ritualistic and embrace the obsessive and
repetitive in order to augment their psychological intensity, representing an investigation
into transgression, excessiveness, pleasure and aversion.
EDUCATION
2010 – 2013 | BFA (Hons) Media | Slade School of Fine Art, London
BORN
1988, Taipei City, Taiwan

Yussef Hu
Resting on a Sharp Point
2013
Video documentation of performance
(47m 35s) Dimensions variable
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Yussef Hu
Metal Toothbrush
2013
Steel, lacquer
16x1.5x1cm

Yussef Hu
Ax
2013
Steel, plastic, blood oranges, yankee screwdriver
210x210x90cm
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v.

Virgile Ittah
Virgile Ittah makes ambrotypes and figurative sculptures within a participatory installation
context. Ittah’s ghostlike works draw on her family’s history of exile and perpetual
wandering, exploring notions of isolation, nostalgia and the impossibility of return. Identity,
affirmed by the acknowledgement of heritage, is investigated through rendered figures
that, although sometimes grouped, always retain a sense of remoteness. By creating
an environment where the audience is invited to interact with her works, Ittah forces
temporary associations that must end in separation and solitude. Ittah’s use of mixed
wax is unique and fundamental. Retaining in its physical characteristics the potential to
transform, whilst also calling to mind the historical use of death masks, the material in itself
asks what endures and what ceases to be.
EDUCATION
2011 – 2013 | MA Sculpture | Royal College of Art, London
BORN
1981, Paris, France

Virgile Ittah
For man would remember each murmur
2013
Mixed wax, fabric
365x180x1200cm (Detail)
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Virgile Ittah
Regarding the pain of the other
2013
Mixed wax, marble powder, antique
church chair, fabric
380x450x260cm

Virgile Ittah
And new sleep had that deprived memory
2013
Ambrotype, black wax
60x50cm (Detail)
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vi.

David Lane
David Lane makes sculptural assemblages that emulate institutional structures. His
work is overtly political, overlaying the prescribed visual language of the establishment
with signifiers derived from imagery associated with contemporary social issues. Lane
appropriates institutional modes of presentation such as monumental figure sculpture
and plinths or display cases in order to question the political motives from which such
tendencies emerged. In doing so Lane debunks the museological and its underlying
association with imperial aggression by commemorating our own wayward youth. As
such Lane poses a complex set of questions about power, culture, history and crime.
EDUCATION
2012 – 2013 | MA Fine Art | Chelsea College of Art and Design, London
2009 – 2012 | BA (Hons) Fine Art | Kingston University, London
BORN
1989, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

David Lane
Anti Social
2013
Refuse wood, mannequin, clothes,
black lacquer paint, bolt croppers
380 x150 x150 cm
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David Lane
He had his whole life ahead of him
2012
Refuse wood, glass, expanding foam,
grip fill, pink grip, tarpaulin, blackboard
paint, carving knife
130x70x35cm

David Lane
He had his whole life ahead of him
2012
Refuse wood, glass, expanding foam,
grip fill, pink grip, tarpaulin, blackboard
paint, carving knife
130x70x35cm (Detail)
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vii.

James H Robertson
James H Robertson is a multi-disciplinary artist who interrogates the current sociopolitical economic climate via its historical roots and ideological forms. By appropriating
objects, images and footage from multiple sources, Robertson re-contextualises
them via slight alteration and unexpected juxtaposition to make work that calls into
question the effectiveness of Neoliberalism. By loading the visual language of popular
culture with knowing references to economic theory, Robertson presents a critique
of global governmental policy that is perceived as being the cause of recent and
recurring financial crises. Branding, product proliferation and advertising strategies are
manipulated to question politics, economics and capitalism.
EDUCATION
2010 – 2013 | Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art | Royal Academy Schools, London
2006 – 2010 | BA (Hons) Fine Art | Slade School of Fine Art, London
BORN
1985, London, United Kingdom

James H Robertson
Cutouts with Adam Smith Ties
2013
Digital print on vinyl, aluminium
clad foamboard, Adam Smith ties
Dimensions variable
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James H Robertson
MagMaster 21
2013
Digital print on poster paper
Dimensions variable

James H Robertson
The Failed Prophet
2012
Video on mobile media device (2m 45s)
11.3x5.5x0.8cm
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viii.

Molly Rooke
Molly Rooke uses various modes of mechanical reproduction including screen-printing,
lithography and digital media. Her process is intensive, requiring layers of selecting,
editing and archiving. Specifically Rooke is concerned with the incidental elements
of images such as strangers caught accidentally in the backgrounds of amateur
photographs. These individuals are then isolated and promoted to become the main
subject of the piece, providing a means by which the peripheral and unintentional
become significant. This transformative process causes new narratives and renegotiates
originally intended meanings, posing questions about familiarity, privacy, secrecy and
voyeurism.
EDUCATION
2011 – 2013 | MA Printmaking | Royal College of Art, London
2007 – 2010 | BA (Hons) Fine Art | University of Wales Institute, Cardiff
BORN
1987, Taunton, United Kingdom

Molly Rooke
After forty years I thought it was time for a lie down
2013
Adjusted photograph
10x10cm
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Molly Rooke
Some things are better left unsaid (part ii)
2013
Digital print
45x95cm

Molly Rooke
Some things are better left unsaid (part i)
2013
Newspapers (Ed. 3000)
Dimensions variable
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ix.

Mitra Saboury
I want to touch everything. To fill every hole in the asphalt, every crack in the granite.
To lick the rust off the iron fence.
Mitra Saboury’s work investigates the impact of the built environment on the human
body. Using performance, video and installation, Saboury attempts to reclaim the city
by interacting with its cracks, crevices, potholes and other negative spaces. She
confronts and overcomes the physical restriction and confinement of architectural
perimeters by employing her body in unexpected ways. There is a peculiar intimacy
to Saboury’s repetitive actions which suggests a fetishisation of the moribund, imperfect
and commonplace.
EDUCATION
2011 – 2013 | MFA Fine Art | Goldsmiths, University of London, London
2006 – 2010 | BA (Hons) Philosophy of Science + BS Neuroscience | University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
BORN
1988, Monterey, United States

Mitra Saboury
Stumbling Block (3)
2013
Video (8m 20s)
Dimensions variable
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Mitra Saboury
Stumbling Block (4)
2013
Video (8m 20s)
Dimensions variable

Mitra Saboury
Stumbling Block (2)
2013
Video (8m 20s)
Dimensions variable
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x.

Marie von Heyl
Marie von Heyl makes collage, sculpture, text and video that relate to the resonance
of past objects or of manifestations of the metaphysical such as the supernatural or
paranormal. She is concerned with the poetic friction and productive misunderstandings
that emerge when different models of reality and unreality collide, overlap or do not
quite fit together. Interconnections are made throughout her works so that meaning and
reference are augmented across media. Of particular interest are objects and imagery
that serve as transmitters or mediators between different belief systems such as cult
objects or esoteric paraphernalia. Von Heyl refrains from prescribing a viewpoint, and
instead adroitly encourages the audience to contemplate possibility, impossibility, reality,
animism and absurdity.
EDUCATION
2010 – 2013 | Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art | Royal Academy Schools, London
2002 – 2006 | Diploma in Painting | Weißensee School of Art, Berlin
2001 | Diploma in Painting | Academy of Fine Art, Stuttgart
BORN
1981, Stuttgart, Germany

Marie von Heyl
Interlude
2013
Digital video (3m 8s)
Dimensions variable
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Marie von Heyl
Interlude
2013
Digital video (3m 8s)
Dimensions variable
(Installation View)

Marie von Heyl
The Act of Tilting
2013
Found image, felt pads on paper
40x30cm
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ZAVIER ELLIS

GRIFFIN GALLERY

Zavier Ellis was born in Windsor in 1973. He read History of Modern Art at Manchester University

Established by world leading fine art brands, Winsor & Newton, Liquitex and Conté à Paris,

before undertaking a Masters in Fine Art at City & Guilds of London Art School. He has lived in

Griffin Gallery opened in early 2012 with an overarching ambition to support and develop

London since 1998.

the careers of the most promising emerging artists.

Zavier is the founder and director of CHARLIE SMITH london, a vibrant contemporary art gallery

A particular focus for the gallery is an exploration of craftsmanship within the context of the

in the heart of Shoreditch that specialises in showing and representing emerging to mid-career

international contemporary art scene. We are interested in interrogating the meaning of

artists. He is also co-founder and co-curator of the independent and annual museum scale

‘craftsmanship’ today, and in encouraging an engagement with the material properties of

show THE FUTURE CAN WAIT, which is currently organised in partnership with Saatchi Gallery &

contemporary artwork.

Channel 4’s New Sensations. THE FUTURE CAN WAIT is the largest exhibition of its kind globally.
Griffin Gallery occupies the ground floor of the brands’ Head Office in Shepherd’s Bush,
Zavier has curated exhibitions internationally including in Berlin, Helsinki, Klaipėda, London,

which also houses an Innovation and Development Laboratory and two purpose-built

Los Angeles, Naples and Rome; and has placed work in many notable collections globally

artists’ studios. Through the annual Griffin Art Prize process, we select a particularly talented

including the Saatchi Gallery, Peter Nobel, Jean Pigozzi, David Roberts and Thomas Rusche.

emerging artist to take up residency in one of these studios for six months each year. During

Known as an acute talent spotter Zavier has identified and exhibited a number of important

the residency, the chosen artist works closely with our chemists, explores the full range of our

young artists directly from Art College including Steven Allan, David Blandy, Oliver Clegg,

art materials, and makes a new body of work for a solo show at the end of the six month

Tessa Farmer, Sam Jackson, Monica Ursina Jäger, Annie Kevans, Alexis Milne, Nika Neelova

period.

and Douglas White.
Winsor & Newton, our flagship brand, was built on the marriage of science and art and today
Zavier also collects and maintains a studio practice, and as such has exhibited in recent years

this continues to keep us ahead of the game in the field of fine art material manufacture.

at Museum der Moderne in Salzburg, Torrance Art Museum in California and Paul Stolper

The Griffin Art Prize residency builds on this tradition, allowing scientists and artists to

Gallery in London. His work is featured in many private collections including the Peter Nobel

collaborate, communicate and innovate.

Collection.
GRIFFINGALLERY.CO.UK
Most recently Zavier has published his first iArtBook 100 London Artists with renowned art critic
and historian Edward Lucie-Smith.
ZAVIERELLIS.COM

GRIFFINARTPRIZE.CO.UK
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